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• Introduction: CPFTA and CCCS
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CASE ESG

SPRINGCASE / STB

Introduction

Consumer protection (fair
trading) function
transferred to CCS on 1st

April 2018 to become
CCCS

CCCS

Consumer Protection (Fair Trading) Act (“CPFTA”)

20
17

Introduction of “Lemon Law”
to empower consumers to seek
recourse for defective goods

20
03

Enactment of CPFTA and specified
bodies (Consumer Association of
Singapore (CASE)/ Singapore Tourism
Board (STB)) to administer Voluntary
Compliance Agreement (VCA) and file
for injunction

CPFTA amended to provide
enforcement powers, and
SPRING was appointed as the
administering agency

20
12

20
18

20
16

Announcement of merger between
International Enterprise Singapore and
SPRING, to form Enterprise Singapore
(ESG)
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CPFTA on Vulnerable Consumer 
Section 4. It is an unfair practice for a supplier, in relation to a consumer 
transaction —

(a) to do or say anything, or omit to do or say anything, if as a result a consumer 
might reasonably be deceived or misled;

(b) to make a false claim;

(c) to take advantage of a consumer if the supplier knows or ought reasonably to 
know that the consumer —

(i) is not in a position to protect his own interests; or

(ii) is not reasonably able to understand the character, nature, language or effect 
of the transaction or any matter related to the transaction;

or

(d) without limiting the generality of paragraphs (a), (b) and (c), to do anything 
specified in the Second Schedule.
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Vulnerability of Singaporeans Online
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• Well educated but time-poor
» More opt to make purchases online
» Busy and occupied mind

• Well digitalised but give rise to more data privacy concerns
» 82% of digital penetration in Singapore (We Are Social, 2017)
» Personal data stores on applications and browsers easily accessed and retarget

consumers with ads
» Information and data such as transaction details, following on social media

• Small and open economy
» More online purchases across-borders
» More difficult for consumers to seek redress on delivery, return or refund issues



CCCS Work Initiatives 2019
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• Facilitate innovative or disruptive business models
» Joint study with Personal Data Protection Commission (PDPC) on 

data portability

• Advance the digital and data economy
» Market study on online travel booking platforms

• Enabling consumer choices
» Price Transparency Guidelines

• Outreach Unit
» Sharpen outreach and advocacy efforts

Focus on digital platforms, transport, hospitality and administrative and
support services.



Online Travel Booking Study
Better understand the industry for flight
tickets and hotel accommodations to
Singapore consumers and the commercial
arrangements and practices adopted by
online travel booking platforms.

Issues and concerns
• Pressure selling using false and 

misleading claims

• Drip Pricing and currency conversion 
charges and fees

• Strikethrough pricing
• Opt-out practices
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Research on the ‘Privacy Paradox’
Arises when there are discrepancies between user’s stated privacy beliefs
(stated preferences) and their actual behavior (revealed preferences)
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Information asymmetry
• People care about privacy but they are often unaware of

the extent to which their personal data is being
collected

• They do not have the autonomy to control what
companies do with their data

Issues and concerns
• Consumers have no alternative (dominant provider)

• Insufficient disclosure to the consumer at the point of 
data collection



Collaboration on Data Portability
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• Joint study with Personal Data Protection Commission
(PDPC) on data portability.

• Publication of the joint PDPC-CCCS Data Portability
Discussion Paper on 25 February 2019

» Benefits and impacts of data portability requirement for business
innovation, market competition and consumers

» Provides frame for stakeholders to understand and further discuss
the impact and operational considerations in implementing a data
portability requirement



Applying Data Analytics Techniques
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Issues and Concerns
• Flood of information online with mixed degrees of

credibility:
» Online fake reviews
» Influencers / undisclosed celebrity endorsements

Objectives
• Apply data analytics techniques to screen and

detect false and misleading practices online:
» Web scrapping
» Textual analysis
» Profile ranking
» Screening matrix
» Machine learning



Price Transparency Guidelines
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Providing online businesses with more clarity on pricing
practices and to avoid certain misleading pricing practices such
as drip pricing, strike through pricing and opt-out options.

Effects of misleading pricing practices
• Allow consumers to make accurate price comparisons

• Consumers perceive price benefit/value
• Consumers pressured to complete the purchase (time-limited sales)



Behaviourial Insights Experiments 
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Objective
• Extent of effects on different groups of

consumers (elderly, less educated)

• Effects of advice from CCCS proposed
guidelines on price transparency

• Examine consumer satisfaction with
such choices

To conduct controlled experiments to examine the
extent that certain price transparency has on
consumer choice in Singapore. (Work in progress)



Outreach 

On-Air with Money FM –
“Perils of Online Shopping
and Prepayments”

Capital 95.8FM – Online 
Transactions (Mandarin 
Radio Station)
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A VIBRANT ECONOMY WITH
WELL-FUNCTIONING AND INNOVATIVE MARKETS

Thank you
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